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ABSTRACT
How do we ﬁnd patterns and anomalies in very large graphs
with billions of nodes and edges? How to mine such big
graphs eﬃciently? Big graphs are everywhere, ranging from
social networks and mobile call networks to biological networks and the World Wide Web. Mining big graphs leads to
many interesting applications including cyber security, fraud
detection, Web search, recommendation, and many more.
In this paper we describe Pegasus, a big graph mining system built on top of MapReduce, a modern distributed data
processing platform. We introduce GIM-V, an important
primitive that Pegasus uses for its algorithms to analyze
structures of large graphs. We also introduce HEigen, a
large scale eigensolver which is also a part of Pegasus. Both
GIM-V and HEigen are highly optimized, achieving linear
scale up on the number of machines and edges, and providing 9.2× and 76× faster performance than their naive
counterparts, respectively.
Using Pegasus, we analyze very large, real world graphs
with billions of nodes and edges. Our ﬁndings include anomalous spikes in the connected component size distribution,
the 7 degrees of separation in a Web graph, and anomalous
adult advertisers in the who-follows-whom Twitter social
network.

1.

INTRODUCTION

Graphs are ubiquitous: computer networks [15], social networks [14], mobile call networks [48], biological networks [6],
citation networks [18], and the World Wide Web [9], to name
a few. Spurred by the lower cost of disk storage, the success of social networking sites (e.g. Facebook, Twitter, and
Google+) and Web 2.0 applications, and the high availability of data sources, graph data are being generated at an
unparalleled rate. They are now measured in terabytes and
heading toward petabytes, with more than billions of nodes
and edges. For example, Facebook loads 60 terabytes of
new data every day [44]; Yahoo had a 1.4 billion nodes Web
graphs at 2002 [26]; Microsoft had 1.15 billion query-URL
pairs at 2009 [33]; and Google processes 20 petabytes per
day [11]. Mining such big graphs helps us ﬁnd patterns and
anomalies which lead to many interesting applications including fraud detection, cyber security, social network analysis, etc.
Traditional graph algorithms assume the input graph ﬁts
in the memory or disks of a single machine. However, the
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recent growth of the sizes in graphs break this assumption. Since single machine algorithms are not tractable for
handling big graphs, we naturally turn to distributed algorithms. Among many candidates, we use Hadoop, the open
source version of MapReduce, for its scalability, fault tolerance, and ease of accessibility. On top of Hadoop, we
built the Pegasus graph mining software, available as an
open source in http://www.cs.cmu.edu/~pegasus, which
includes various graph mining algorithms including PageRank [39], Random Walk with Restart (RWR) [40], diameter/radius estimation [27], connected components [21], and
eigensolver [22].
This paper has two focuses. The ﬁrst is the design of scalable graph mining algorithms in MapReduce. We will see
several useful techniques including approximation to make
linear algorithms (Section 3.1), compression and clustering
to decrease the amount of disk accesses (Section 3.2), and
handling skewed data distribution (Section 4.2). The second
is the discoveries of patterns and anomalies from real world
graphs, using Pegasus. We present results from several big
graphs including the Twitter social network and the Web
graph snapshot at 2002 from Yahoo!.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
describes the related works. In Section 3 we describe the
algorithm for structure analysis, and in Section 4 we describe the algorithm for spectral analysis of large graphs.
In Section 5 we present the discoveries in real world, large
scale graphs. After discussing future research directions in
Section 6, we conclude in Section 7.

2.

RELATED WORKS

In this section, we review related works on MapReduce,
and distributed big graph mining.

2.1

MapReduce

MapReduce is a programming framework [11] for processing massive amount of data in a distributed fashion. MapReduce provides users a simple interface for programming distributed algorithm, and it handles all the details of data distribution, replication, fault tolerance, and load balancing. A
typical MapReduce job consists of three stages: map, shufﬂe, and reduce. At the map stage, the raw data is read and
processed to output (key, value) pairs. At the shuﬄe stage,
the output of the map stage is sent to reducers via network
so that the pairs with the same key are grouped together.
At the reduce stage, the (key, value) pairs with the same key
are processed to output another (key, value) pair. An iterative MapReduce program runs several MapReduce jobs,
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by feeding the output of the current job as the input of the
next job.
Hadoop [1] is the open source implementation of MapReduce. Hadoop uses the Hadoop Distributed File System
(HDFS) for its ﬁle system. There are several packages that
runs on top of Hadoop, including PIG [38], a high level
language for Hadoop, and HBASE [2], a column-oriented
data storage on top of Hadoop. Due to the simplicity, scalability, and fault tolerance, big graph mining using Hadoop
attracted signiﬁcant attentions in research community [41;
3; 23; 17].

2.2

Distributed Big Graph Mining

vi =

n


Mi,j vj .

j=1

where Mi,j is the (i,j)th element of M . The above equation
contains the following three internal operations: (1) multiply
Mi,j and vj , (2) sum n multiplication results, and (3) write
the new result to vi . GIM-V generalizes the three operations
as follows:
1. combine2(Mi,j , vj ) : combine Mi,j and vj .
2. combineAll(x1 , ..., xn ) : combine all the results from
combine2().
3. assign(vi , vnew ) : decide how to update vi with vnew .

There are several works on distributed big graph mining
which can be grouped into two: (1) one not based on MapReIn terms of the generalized operation, the vi is expressed by
duce/Hadoop, and (2) the other on top of it.
The works not based on MapReduce/Hadoop include GraphLab,
vi = assign(vi ,combineAll({xj | j = 1..n, and
Pregel, and Trinity. GraphLab [34] provides a framework for
x
j = combine2(Mi,j , vj )})).
parallel machine learning and data mining, in a shared memory setting. Recently, they provide the distributed GraphLab [35]
GIM-V is run iteratively; i.e., the output of the current iterfor shared nothing machines. Pregel [36] is a system for
ation is fed as the input of the next iteration. The iteration
large scale graph processing where vertices exchange mesis continued until algorithm-speciﬁc termination condition is
sages and change their states in memory. Trinity [43] is a
satisﬁed. In the following we will see how the new deﬁnitions
memory-based distributed database and computation platof the three operations leads to many diﬀerent algorithms.
form. In general, those systems do not match the MapReThe termination conditions for each algorithm are also deduce/Hadoop’s high degree of fault tolerance capabilities
scribed.
including 3-way replication and speculative execution.
On the MapReduce/Hadoop side, Apache Mahout [3], a
3.1.1 PageRank
scalable machine learning library on Hadoop, provides a
PageRank is a well-known algorithm for ranking Web pages [39].
diﬀerent set of operations compared to Pegasus.
Given a graph, PageRank outputs a ranking vector which
denotes the stationary probability that a random surfer would
end up on speciﬁc nodes. The PageRank vector p satisﬁes
3. ALGORITHM FOR STRUCTURE ANALthe eigenvector equation p = (cE T + (1 − c)U )p where E
is
the row-normalized adjacency matrix of the graph, c is a
YSIS
damping factor typically set to 0.85, and U is a matrix all of
How can we analyze many structural properties (e.g. PageRwhose elements are n1 where n is the number of nodes in the
ank, connected component, diameter, radius, etc.) of big
graph. PageRank is a special case of GIM-V. Let M = E T .
graphs eﬃciently with a simple and general primitive? In
Then the next PageRank vector pnext is computed from the
this section, we describe algorithms for mining the structure
current vector pcur by pnext = M × pcur where the three
of big graphs. We ﬁrst introduce GIM-V, a general primoperations are deﬁned as follows:
itive for big graph mining, and describe eﬃcient algorithm
in MapReduce.

3.1

GIM-V

How can we unify many graph mining algorithms, including connected components, diameter, PageRank, and node
proximities? We introduce Generalized Iterative Matrix-Vector
multiplication (GIM-V) to answer the question. The main
intuition of GIM-V is that many graph mining algorithms
can be formulated by iterative message exchanges with adjacent nodes. We observe that the message exchange is equivalent to performing matrix vector multiplication on the adjacency matrix of the graph and the vector containing current states of nodes. Based on the intuition and the observation, our approach is to formulate many graph mining
algorithms using a generalized form of matrix vector multiplication where the three internal operations (multiply, sum,
and assign) are redeﬁned based on the speciﬁc instantiation
of the matrix vector multiplication.
Consider multiplying an n by n matrix M and a length nvector v to produce an output vector v  . The ith element vi
of the vector v  is determined by
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1. combine2(Mi,j , vj ) = c × Mi,j × vj .

+ n
2. combineAll(x1 , ..., xn ) = (1−c)
j=1 xj .
n
3. assign(vi , vnew ) = vnew .
The termination condition is when the PageRank vector
does not change up to a threshold.

3.1.2

Random Walk with Restart

Random Walk with Restart (RWR) [40; 45] is used to compute the personalized PageRank. The RWR vector pk , specifying the proximities of nodes from the query node k, satisﬁes the eigenvector equation pk = cE T pk + (1 − c)ek where
c and E are deﬁned as in Section 3.1.1, and ek is an nvector whose kth element is 1, and all other elements are
0. As in Section 3.1.1, let M = E T . Then the next RWR
vector pnext
is computed from the current vector pcur
by
k
k
next
pk
= M × pcur
where the three operations are deﬁned as
k
follows (δik is the Kronecker delta: δik = 1 if i = k. and 0
otherwise):
1. combine2(mi,j , vj ) = c × Mi,j × vj .
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2. combineAll(x1 , ..., xn ) = (1 − c)δik +
3. assign(vi , vnew ) = vnew .

n

j=1

xj .

As in the case of PageRank, the termination condition is
when the RWR vector does not change up to a threshold.

3.1.3

Connected Component

Computing the weakly connected component is also a special case of GIM-V. The main idea is to propagate the minimum node id in each component until all the nodes in each
component see the message with the minimum node id in
the component. Let M be the adjacency matrix of a graph.
The next connected component vector pnext is computed
from the current vector pcur by pnext = M × pcur where the
three operations are deﬁned as follows:
1. combine2(Mi,j , vj ) = Mi,j × vj .
2. combineAll(x1 , ..., xn ) = MIN{xj | j = 1..n}.
3. assign(vi , vnew ) = MIN(vi , vnew ).
where M IN () is a function that returns the minimum of its
arguments. The iteration is continued until the connected
component vector does not change. The maximum number of iteration is bound by the graph’s diameter which is
surprisingly small in many real world graphs [5; 31; 27].

3.1.4

Diameter and Radius

The radius of a node v is the maximum of the shortest distances to other nodes in a graph. The diameter of a graph
is the maximum radius over all the nodes. Exactly computing the diameter and the radius is prohibitively expensive
(O(n2 )); however, fortunately we can use GIM-V for approximating the diameter and radius in a time linear to the
number of edges.
The main idea is to use a small, probabilistic bitstring to
store the information on the neighborhood of each node [27].
Let bhi denote the probabilistic bitstring containing the neighborhood information reachable from node i within h hops,
and M be the adjacency matrix of a graph. The (h + 1)
hop neighborhood bh+1
from node i is computed from the
i
h hop neighborhood bhi by bh+1
= M × bhi where the three
i
operations are deﬁned as follows:
1. combine2(Mi,j , vj ) = Mi,j × vj .
2. combineAll(x1 , ..., xn ) = BITWISE-OR{xj | j = 1..n}.
3. assign(vi , vnew ) = BITWISE-OR(vi , vnew ).
The termination condition is when the bitstrings of all nodes
do not change.

3.2

Fast Algorithm for GIM-V

The next question is, how to design fast algorithms for
GIM-V in MapReduce? Our main idea is to cluster the
nonzero elements of the adjacency matrix, encode it using
blocks, and compress it to decrease the amount of data trafﬁc in MapReduce computation. We describe our proposed
method in a progressive way; i.e., we ﬁrst describe the naive
implementation of GIM-V in MapReduce, and propose
several ideas to make it more eﬃcient.

3.2.1

GIM-V RAW: Naive Algorithm.

The input data is the matrix and the vector stored in disks.
We assume that each of the matrix and the vector is too
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large to ﬁt in the memory of a single machine. Each nonzero element of the matrix is stored in one line as a tuple
(source, destination, value); similarly, each non-zero element
of the vector is stored in one line as a tuple (row, value).
The naive algorithm of GIM-V on MapReduce comprises
two stages. In the ﬁrst stage, the matrix elements and the
vector elements are joined to make partial results, where the
column id of the matrix elements and the row id (index) of
the vector elements are used as keys. In the second stage,
the partial results are aggregated to make an output vector.
Note that this algorithm takes the original matrix as it is;
we will see reorganizing and compressing the matrix greatly
helps for improving the eﬃciency in the following.

3.2.2

GIM-V NNB: Block Multiplication.

The ﬁrst idea to improve the performance of GIM-V RAW
is to perform block multiplication instead of element wise
multiplication. We ﬁrst group matrix elements into w by
w square blocks; similarly, vector elements are grouped into
length w vectors. It can be easily veriﬁed that the original matrix vector multiplication can be expressed by blockbased multiplication [26]. This GIM-V NNB method, if
combined with the compression idea described in the next
section, decrease the size of the data signiﬁcantly.

3.2.3

GIM-V NCB: Compression.

The advantage of the block encoding introduced in GIM-V
NNB is that it opens the possibility to exploit the locality of nonzero elements inside blocks. GIM-V NCB compresses the nonzero elements of each block using standard
compression algorithms like Gzip or Elias-γ, and store the
compressed data into disks. The compressed block is read
from disks, and uncompressed in run-time. Despite the additional time for the uncompression, GIM-V NCB help decrease the overall running time since the disk space decreases
signiﬁcantly, and disk access time dominates the running
time. The numerical performance gain is described in the
next section.

3.2.4

GIM-V CCB: Clustering.

GIM-V NCB can be further improved by clustering nonzero
elements of the matrix. The average bits required to encode
an element in the matrix decrease as the density of each
block increases. The implication of the fact is that few dense
blocks require smaller disk space than many sparse blocks.
To get few dense blocks, we can cluster the nonzero elements
of the adjacency matrix. GIM-V CCB uses graph clustering
algorithm to achieve this. There are many graph clustering algorithms available to be used as a plug-in for GIM-V
CCB, including METIS [28], co-clustering [41], Shingle ordering [10], and SlashBurn [20].
The eﬀect of applying these three techniques is signiﬁcant.
In our experiment [25], GIM-V CCB achieved 43× smaller
storage, as well as 9.2× faster running time for matrixvector multiplication compared to GIM-V RAW. In addition, GIM-V CCB scales linearly on the number of machines
and edges, thanks to the matrix-vector formulation.

4.

ALGORITHM FOR SPECTRAL ANALYSIS

How can we perform the spectral analysis (e.g. Singular
Value Decomposition (SVD), triangles, etc.) on very large
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graphs? In this section we describe HEigen, our proposed
distributed algorithm for spectral graph analysis.

4.1

HEigen

Spectral analysis on graphs using top k eigenvalues and
eigenvectors is a crucial technique with many applications
including SVD, dimensionality reduction, triangle counting [47],
and community detection [42].
Despite the importance of the task, existing eigensolvers do
not scale well, handling up to millions of nodes and edges at
most. To address the problem we developed HEigen, a distributed eigensolver on MapReduce for very large graphs
with more than billions of nodes and edges. There are several candidates of the serial eigensolver algorithms that we
considered for HEigen; we list them and discuss their advantages and disadvantages.
• Power Method. The ﬁrst candidate is the power
method [19], a well-known algorithm to compute the
principal eigenvector of matrices. The power method
is very eﬃcient since the most expensive operation per
iteration is a matrix-vector multiplication. However, it
cannot compute top k eigenvalues which is a signiﬁcant
drawback for our purpose.
• Simultaneous Iteration. The second candidate is
the simultaneous iteration (or QR) algorithm which
essentially applies power method to several vectors at
once [46]. Although it computes top k eigenvalues, it
is not eﬃcient since it requires several matrix-matrix
multiplications which are expensive.
• Basic Lanczos. The third candidate is the basic
Lanczos [30] algorithm. Lanczos algorithm computes
top k eigenvalues, and it is eﬃcient since the most
expensive operation per iteration is the matrix-vector
multiplication, as in the power method. A drawback of
the basic Lanczos algorithm is that it requires orthogonalization of the output vector after each iteration
with all previous output vectors, which is prohibitively
expensive.
An improvement of the basic Lanczos algorithm is to selectively choose previous output vectors to be orthogonalized
against the new basis vector; this Lanczos-SO (Selective Orthogonalization) [12] requires much fewer orthogonalizations
than the basic Lanczos, and thus much more eﬃcient than
the basic Lanczos. For the reason HEigen uses Lanczos-SO
as the basis for the eigensolver.

4.2

Fast Algorithm for HEigen

How can we design a fast algorithm for HEigen in MapReduce? There are two main operations in HEigen: matrixvector multiplication for main iterations, and skewed matrixmatrix multiplication for post-processing the results of main
iterations to compute the eigenvectors (see [22] for details).
The matrix-vector multiplication is performed eﬃciently in
HEigen using the block encoding idea as described in Section 3.2. The challenging part is the skewed matrix-matrix
multiplication where the ﬁrst matrix An×m is much larger
than the second matrix B m×k , where n
m > k. A
naive algorithm of multiplying the two matrices is to use
two stages of MapReduce jobs. In the ﬁrst stage, partial
multiplication results are generated using the column ids of
the ﬁrst matrix and the row ids of the second matrix as keys.
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That is, for each column i of A, the cross product from the
elements of A having i as column id, and the elements of
B having i as row id, is computed. In the second stage,
the partial results from the ﬁrst stage are summed together.
The problem of this naive algorithm is that it requires many
disk I/Os. Let | · | denote the number of nonzero elements
in a matrix or a vector. For example, |A| is the number
of nonzero elements of the matrix A, |A:,i | is the number
of nonzero elements in the ith column of A, and |Bi,: | is
the number
m of nonzero elements in the ith row of B. Let
T =
i=1 |A:,i | · |Bi,: | be the number of intermediate elements to be written to and read from disk after the ﬁrst
stage. Then, the naive algorithm requires the following disk
accesses and network transfer:
• Disk read: 2(|A| + |B| + T ).
• Disk write: |AB| + |A| + |B| + 2T .
• Network transfer (shuﬄe stage): |A| + |B| + T .
HEigen uses the distributed cache based algorithm where
the second, small matrix is broadcasted all the mappers.
Then, mappers themselves join the ﬁrst matrix with the
small matrix, and the intermediate results are aggregated
in reducers, ﬁnishing the task using one MapReduce job.
This CBMM (Cache-Based Matrix-Matrix multiplication)
algorithm has smaller disk and network costs:
• Disk read: |A| + |B| + T .
• Disk write: |AB| + T .
• Network transfer (shuﬄe stage): T .
The eﬀect of this smaller disk accesses and network transfers
is that the running time of CBMM is about 76× smaller
than the naive algorithm [22]. As in the GIM-V, HEigen
also enjoys linear running time on the number of machines
and edges, since the major operation is the matrix-vector
multiplication.

5.

DISCOVERIES ON BIG GRAPHS

In this section, we present interesting discoveries on large,
real world graphs, that we found using Pegasus. We mainly
focus on the following two data.
• YahooWeb: a snapshot of the World Wide Web at year
2002, crawled by Yahoo!. It contains 1.4 billion Web
pages and 6.6 billion links. The edge list size is 116
gigabytes.
• Twitter: the Twitter ‘who-follows-whom’ graph at November 2009. It contains 63 million people and 1.8 billion
connections. The edge list size is 24.2 gigabytes.
The experiments were performed in Yahoo!’s M45 Hadoop
cluster (now OCC-Y [4]), one of the largest Hadoop clusters available to academia with 480 machines, 1.5 petabyte
storage and 3.5 Terabyte memory in total.
The discoveries include the patterns and anomalies in connected components, diameter/radius, near cliques, and triangles.

5.1

Connected Components

What are the patterns and anomalies in the connected components of real world graphs? We report interesting discoveries in the connected component of real world graphs.
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(a) Connected components of YahooWeb

(b) Radius plot of YahooWeb

(c) Degree vs. Triangle in Twitter

Figure 1: Discoveries in large, real world graphs. The plots are adopted from [26; 27; 22]. (a) Connected components size
distribution of the YahooWeb graph. In addition to the GCC (Giant Connected Component) in the right side, there are
many small disconnected components in the left side, whose sizes follows the power law (marked by red line). The two
red circles (marked ‘Spikes’) deviating from the power law line comes from replication of Web sites. (b) Radius plot of the
YahooWeb graph. Notice the multiple modes, marked by horizontal red lines, which possibly come from the loosely connected
communities in the Web. (c) The degree vs. triangles in the Twitter who-follows-whom social network. Some famous U.S.
politicians have mildly connected followers, while adult advertisers have tightly connected followers, creating many triangles.
The reason is that adult accounts are often from the same provider, and the accounts follow each other to boost their rankings,
thereby creating cliques containing triangles.

Power Laws in Component Sizes. In real world graphs,
the giant connected component (GCC) contains the majority of the nodes. However, most graphs also contain many
small disconnected components which are separated from
the GCC. Moreover, the sizes of these small disconnected
components follow the power law [37], as we see in the red
line in Figure 1 (a), implying that ‘rich-gets-richer’ phenomenon [13] happens in the connected component formation process. Another interesting observation is that the
slope of the ﬁtting line of the small disconnected components sizes is constant over time [26].
Anomalous Connected Components. The power law
pattern in connected component sizes can be used to detect anomalous connected components which deviate significantly from the pattern. The size distribution of connected
components in YahooWeb graph, shown in Figure 1 (a), contains two outstanding spikes (circled in red) deviating signiﬁcantly from the patterns in neighbors. These spikes come
from anomalous activities. In the ﬁrst spike (component size
300), more than half of the components are isomorphic, and
they were made from a domain selling company where each
component represents a domain in sale. The spike happened
because the domain selling company replicated sites using
a template; this process of creating web pages is diﬀerent
from the typical evolution process of the Web (e.g. preferential attachment [7]). In the second spike (component size
1101), more than 80 % of the components are adult sites
disconnected from the GCC, and they are generated from
a template, as in the ﬁrst spike. As we see in both of the
spikes, the distribution plot of connected component sizes
reveals interesting communities with special purposes which
are disconnected from the rest of the Internet.

5.2

Diameter and Radius

What do real world graphs look like? We present discoveries
on the diameter and the radius in real world graphs.
Small Web. How close are the two randomly sampled
nodes in a graph? The study of diameter in real networks
have attracted many attentions from researchers in diverse
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backgrounds including social science [31], physics [5], and
computer science [31]. With Pegasus, we analyzed the diameter of real world graphs. It turns out many real world
graphs have small diameter (e.g. YahooWeb’s diameter is
7.62) [27].
Structure of Large Networks. What is the structure
of large, real world graphs? What do they look like? The
analysis of the radius, combined with the analysis of the
connected components, reveals that many real world graphs
are composed of three areas [27]. The ﬁrst area is the ‘core’
which contains nodes belonging to the giant connected component (GCC) of the graph, and having small radii. Majority of high degree nodes belong to the ‘core’ area. The
second area is the ‘whiskers’ which contains nodes still belonging to GCC, but have large radii and loosely connected
to the ‘core’. The third area is the ‘outsiders’ which contains
nodes belonging to non-GCC. Nodes in ‘outsiders’ typically
have small radii, since the sizes of disconnected components
are small in many real world graphs.
Multi Modality of Web Graph. The three areas ‘core’,
‘whiskers’, and ‘outsiders’ create bi-modal structures [27] in
the radius plot (distribution plot of radius) of many real
world graphs. That is, it creates a mode in the beginning
(radius 1), and another mode right after the dip near the
‘core’ area. However, the radius plot of the YahooWeb graph
shows an interesting pattern: it has a multi-modal structure,
creating many modes, as shown in Figure 1 (b). Our conjecture is that they possibly come from the characteristic
of the Web graph which contains several communities (e.g.
English-speaking community, Spanish-speaking community,
etc.) which are loosely connected to each other.
Expansion and Contraction. How do graphs evolve over
time? We studied the radius plots over time to answer the
question. Contrary to the intuition, the radius plot does not
change in a monotonic way. In the early stage of the evolution, the radius plot expands to the right; however, after a
point we call the ‘gelling point’, the radius plot shrinks to
the left [27]. This ‘expansion-contraction’ pattern happens
because many disconnected components in the early stage
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analysis.
3. Graph Compression. An eﬀective way to tackle the
problem of growing graphs sizes is to use compression. Compression not only saves disk space, but it
also helps running time because disks are much slower
than CPU. A challenge in graph compression is to support various graph queries without uncompressing all
the data; e.g., in GBASE [25] only small portion of
the compressed data is uncompressed to answer graph
queries. Another challenge is to design a good graph
partition or clustering algorithm for real world graphs,
since sparsely connected dense clusters can improve
the compression rate. The problem is that real world
graphs are often very hard to be partitioned [32]. A
promising direction is to exploit the power law characteristic of real world graphs for clustering the edges
(e.g. see [20]).
4. Time Evolving Graphs. Many real world graphs
are evolving over time; thus eﬃciently and eﬀectively
mining time evolving graphs can lead to interesting
discoveries that could not be observed in static graphs.
A promising approach is to use tensor (multi-dimensional
array) to model time evolving graphs by using the time
as the 3rd dimension, and ﬁnd correlations between
dimensions using tensor decompositions (e.g. see [24;
29]).
5. Visualization and Understanding of Graphs. A
graph forms a complicated object with many interaction between nodes. Visualization of graphs helps us
better understand the structure and the interactions in
graphs. The challenge is to eﬀectively summarize the
graphs so that users can easily understand the graphs
in a screen with limited resolution.

are joined together to form the strong ‘core’ after the gelling
point.

5.3

Spectral Analysis

What are the patterns and anomalies from the spectral analysis of real world graphs? We present interesting discoveries
on the tightly connected communities and anomalous nodes.
Near-Clique Detection. The spectral analysis of graphs
can reveal near cliques, or tightly connected nodes. For this
task we analyze the eigenspoke [42] pattern in real world
graphs. Eigenspoke is a set of clear lines in the EE-plot
which is the scatter plot of the two eigenvectors of the adjacency matrix of the graph. Many real world graphs have
clear eigenspokes; moreover, nodes having high scores in the
EE-plot often forms near-cliques or bipartite cores [22].
Anomalous Triangles vs. Degree Ratio. Figure 1 (c)
shows the degree and the number of participating triangles
of accounts in the Twitter ‘who follows whom’ graph at year
2009 [22]. The triangles are computed from eigenvalues and
eigenvectors, using the close connection between them [47].
In the ﬁgure, some U.S. politicians (Sarah Palin, John McCain, and Barack Obama) have mildly connected followers
compared to their degrees, while adult accounts have extremely well connected followers, generating a lot of triangles. The reason is that an adult content provider often
creates many Twitter accounts, and make them follow each
other so that they look more popular. For the reason they
belong to cliques, and they generate many triangles which
are spotted in the triangle vs. degree plot. This analysis can
be used to spot and eliminate harmful accounts such as those
of adult advertisers and spammers, from social networks.

6.

RESEARCH DIRECTIONS

Forecasting the future, the ever-growing sizes of graphs and
diverse application needs will open many new opportunities
for interesting researches in big graph mining. We list ﬁve
of the important research directions.
1. Big Graph Analysis Platform. The ﬁrst area is
to re-design the big graph analytics platform to provide fast and scalable computation infrastructure. A
challenge for the direction is to balance the speed and
scalability. MapReduce is a disk based system, and
thus it is scalable and robust while it is not optimized
for speed. On the other hand, memory-based system
like MPI is fast, but suﬀers from scalability. An ideal
big data analytics platform would exploit the best of
both world (disk and memory) to provide fast and scalable computations (e.g. see [49] which uses both disk
and memory cache for iterative computations).
2. Algorithm Redesign. The second area is to transform existing serial algorithms into distributed algorithms. A challenge here is to remove dependency in
serial algorithms so that the resulting distributed algorithms run in an ‘embarrassingly parallel’ way (e.g.,
see [16; 8]). Another challenge is to transform exact,
ineﬃcient algorithms into approximate, eﬃcient algorithms. The reason is that for very big graphs, any algorithm having more than linear or near-linear running
time would take prohibitively long to ﬁnish. Thus, approximation algorithms which run much faster than
the exact counterparts, while providing reasonable accuracy (e.g. [27]) would be perfect ﬁts for big graph
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7.

CONCLUSION

In this paper we describe Pegasus, an open source graph
mining library available in http://www.cs.cmu.edu/~pegasus,
for ﬁnding patterns and anomalies in massive, real-world
graphs. Pegasus provides algorithms for connected component, diameter/radius, PageRank, RWR, and spectral analysis. At the heart of Pegasus, there is a general primitive
called GIM-V (Generalized iterative Matrix-Vector multiplication) which includes many graph mining algorithms as
special cases. GIM-V is highly optimized, achieving 43×
smaller disk space and 9.2× faster running time.
Using Pegasus, we analyze large, real world graphs. Our
ﬁndings include (a) anomalous spikes in the connected component size distribution, (b) the 7-degrees of separation in a
snapshot of the Web graph, and (c) anomalous advertisers
in the Twitter who-follows-whom graph.
Overall, many interesting research challenges are waiting
ahead of us, and we just started to address them.
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